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This project was  launched  to better understand  and document  variations  in how  each of  the  six  INDOT districts,  approach  the 
planning  and  execution  of  their  respective  chip  seal  operations.  The  goal was  to  identify  areas  in  the  operation where  there were 
differences between districts and to determine best practices that could be shared among the districts. 
Two observers joined the chip seal operations in all six districts. The observers spent a total of 10 days with the chip seal crews (2 









































The Indiana Department of Transportation is divided into six
districts with district offices located in LaPorte, Fort Wayne,
Crawfordsville, Greenfield, Vincennes, and Seymour.
The total statewide, annual cost for the chip seal operations in
Fiscal Year 2013 was $11,854,882.66. This figure includes
$9,720,347.60 for material (stone and oil), $1,251,672.13 for
equipment (no fuel), and $882,862.93 for 59,940 hours of labor.
The aggregate spreaders (chippers) in the Vincennes and
Seymour districts have a 129 fixed box and are the oldest chippers
among the six districts. The chippers in the other four districts are
variable width, with some having a maximum span of 209.
In an effort to reduce the cost of the chip seal operation, this
project was launched to find ways to improve the efficiency of the
chip seal process by identifying and sharing best practices across
the districts. The goal is to reduce the number of labor hours per
lane mile for the operation. This project was not intended as a
‘‘head count reduction’’ project, but rather as a way to boost the
efficiency of the overall operation and increase the number of lane
miles that can be chip sealed per day so as to minimize the
inconvenience to the driving public.
Another advantage of this project is related to the temperature
and moisture sensitivity of the chip seal operation. The chip seal
‘‘season’’ varies by geography within the state with the southern
districts being able to start chip sealing typically four to six weeks
earlier in the year than the northern districts. Because the chip seal
operation is sensitive to moisture, the road must be dry for the
emulsion (oil) to properly adhere to the road and the aggregate.
Ideally, the road would stay dry for two days between the time the
aggregate is spread on the road and the time the fog seal is applied
over the aggregate. Currently, some districts struggle to complete
their planned lane miles of chip seal during particularly rainy
summers. By increasing the number of miles that can be chip
sealed per day, the districts should be better able to complete their
planned lane miles even in years with unusually frequent rain fall.
Findings
Based on the 10 days of observation, the average chip seal
operation is only adding value (the chipper is spreading stone)
41.9% of the time. While there are numerous reasons for the
58.1% of downtime, 74% of that downtime is caused by just three
factors (switching trucks, waiting for trucks, and waiting for a
distributor).
By taking steps to reduce the downtime, it should be possible to
increase the uptime of the chipper from 41.9% to possibly 50% or
55%. An increase from 41.9% to 55% would yield an increase of
approximately 31% more lane miles covered in the same amount
of time.
While it is impossible to eliminate the time spent changing
trucks, the 18.8% of downtime today should be able to be
reduced by standardizing the connector bar height and
maximizing the amount of stone delivered to the safe and legal
limit. Today the trucks are typically loaded with 11 to 12 tons of
stone but could be delivering 15 tons or more. By maximizing
the stone delivery, the 18.8% of downtime could be reduced by
approximately 20%, which would increase the chipper uptime to
approximately 45%.
In addition, by closing roads to minimize the delays in getting
trucks in and out of the chip seal operation and finding better
locations for stone stock piles, the 13.1% of downtime caused by
waiting for trucks could be virtually eliminated. If the downtime
associated with waiting for trucks was reduced by 75%, it would
improve the chipper uptime by about an additional 9%, which
would bring the overall uptime to about 54%.
Implementation
In FY 2013, INDOT spent $882,862.93 for 59,940 hours of
labor. This equates to an average of $14.73 per hour. Based upon
the 10 days of observation, the average chipper uptime across the
state is currently 41.9%. The labor savings will be a function of
how much the chipper uptime is increased. The table below is an
estimate of how much money could be saved by increasing the
chipper uptime assuming the total lane miles to be chipped are
similar to the FY 2013 total miles.
Chipper uptime Hours of labor Labor cost Cost saving
42% 59,940 882,862 0
44% 57,215 842,784 40,078
46% 54,728 806,141 76,721
48% 52,448 772,552 110,310
50% 50,350 741,650 141,212
52% 48,413 713,125 169,737
54% 46,620 686,713 196,149
56% 44,955 662,187 220,675
58% 43,405 639,353 243,509
60% 41,958 618,041 264,821
62% 40,605 598,105 284,757
64% 39,336 579,414 303,448
66% 38,144 561,856 321,006
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Indiana Department of Transportation is divided
into 6 districts with district offices located in Craw-
fordsville, Fort Wayne, Greenfield, LaPorte, Seymour,
and Vincennes.
The total statewide, annual cost for the chip seal
operations in Fiscal year 2013 was $11,083,488. This
figure includes $9,720,348 for material (stone and oil),
and $1,363,140 for 59,940 hours of labor (includes
benefits calculated at 54.4%).
The aggregate spreaders (chippers) in the Vincennes
and Seymour districts have a 129 fixed box and are the
oldest chippers among the six districts. The chippers in
the other four districts are variable width with some
having a maximum span of 209.
In an effort to reduce the cost of the chip seal operation,
this project was launched to find ways to improve the
efficiency of the chip seal process by identifying and
sharing best practices across the districts. The goal is to
reduce the number of labor hours per lane mile for the
operation. This project was not intended as a ‘‘head count
reduction’’ project but rather as a way to boost the
efficiency of the overall operation and increase the
number of lane miles that can be chip sealed per day so
as to minimize the inconvenience to the driving public.
Another advantage of this project is related to the
temperature and moisture sensitivity of the chip seal
operation. The chip seal ‘‘season’’ varies by geography
within the state with the Southern districts being able to
start chip sealing typically 4–6 weeks earlier in the year
than the Northern districts. Because the chip seal
operation is sensitive to moisture, the road must be dry
for the emulsion (oil) to properly adhere to the road
and the aggregate. Ideally, the road would stay dry for
2 days between the time the aggregate is spread on the
road and the time the fog seal is applied over the
aggregate. Currently, some districts struggle to com-
plete their planned lane miles of chip seal during
particularly rainy summers. By increasing the number
of miles that can be chip sealed per day, the districts
should be better able to complete their planned lane
miles even in years with unusually frequent rain fall.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The chip seal operation is one of the most labor,
equipment and material intense operations conducted
by INDOT. Because of its complexity and expense,
ways need to be found to improve the efficiency of the
chip seal operation as measured by accomplishment/
man-hour chip sealed.
3. OBJECTIVES
1. Document differences in the way each district approaches
chip seal.
2. Identify best practices among the districts and convert
them to specific recommendations to improve operational
efficiency in chip seal operations.
3. Share the recommendations with each district and seek
their buy-in to pilot the recommendations this chip seal
season.
4. WORK PLAN
In order to systematically and objectively collect data
about the chip seal operations, the two observers spent
a total of 10 days in the field with the chip seal crews
plus 1 additional day in the field observing the Fog Seal
operation. The details of the days observed are shown
in Figure 4.1.
The observations and data collected were used to
create a Value Stream Map (VSM) for each district.
Those maps are shown in Appendix A. The primary
pieces of equipment used in the chip seal operation are
shown in Figure 4.2 through Figure 4.5.
In addition to the brooms, oil distributors, chipper,
and trucks, the chip seal operation also uses rollers and
several pickup trucks for moving people and material
throughout the day.
During the days of observation, notes and photo-
graphs were taken to document the processes used by
each district as well as any problems encountered. Time
studies were also conducted to determine what percen-
tage of the available time the chipper was actually
spreading aggregate. Whenever the chipper was not
spreading aggregate, the reason for the stoppage/
downtime was documented for further analysis (see
Chapter 5, ‘‘Analysis of Data,’’ for details).
One of the most common defects in the chip seal
process was caused by actuators on the chipper not
opening properly which results in exposed streaks of oil
that are not covered by aggregate as shown in Figure 4.6.
Another issue observed in multiple districts was
trucks that broke their connector bars as shown in
Figure 4.7. This problem was often related to less
experienced truck drivers who had difficulty connecting
to the chipper. In addition to temporarily taking the
truck out of service, this problem also damaged the
freshly chip sealed portion of the road which required
rework to fix.
Another truck related problem frequently observed
was damage caused to the chipper due to trucks not
backing in properly to connect to the chipper. This can
result in damage to the flaps on the chipper box as
shown in Figure 4.8. When this occurs, aggregate can
leak out of the chipper box and onto the road (wasted
material). This situation also creates piles of loose stone
that the brooms must then brush off the road.
A less frequent cause of downtime was material
quality. The efficiency of the chip seal operation on one
of the observation days was negatively impacted due to
clumps in the stone that was being spread by the
chipper. The small clumps passed through the chipper
but left an uneven appearance on the road. The larger
clumps clogged the chipper and from time to time the
chipper had to stop to remove the clumps from the
chipper box as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.1 Details of the observation days.
Figure 4.2 View of an oil distributor from the front of the
chipper.
Figure 4.3 View of the multi-purpose truck from the back of
the chipper.
Figure 4.4 Chip seal operation (oil distributor, chipper and
multi-purpose truck).
Figure 4.5 Brooms used to clear the road of debris prior to
chip seal.
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Figure 4.6 Defect from chipper actuator not working
properly.
Figure 4.7 Broken connector bar on two trucks within minutes of each other.
Figure 4.8 Damage to the chipper box.
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5. ANALYSIS OF DATA
The time studies of the 10 days of observing the chip
seal operations were combined into one graph shown in
Figure 5.1. On average, the chipper was only spreading
aggregate 41.9% of the time.
When looking at the number of lane miles a chip seal
operation can cover in a day, there are really only two
key variables: the percentage of time the chipper is
dispensing stone and the speed the chipper is moving
while dispensing stone. It is important to note that these
two variables are related. It would be relatively easy to
increase the % of time the chipper is running by simply
slowing down the chipper but that would defeat the
purpose of trying to cover more lane miles per day
(thereby lowering the labor hours per lane mile chip
sealed).
In order to improve the productivity of the chip seal
operation, it is necessary to reduce the amount of
downtime when the chipper is not dispensing stone. The
graph shown in Figure 5.2 provides more insight into
the factors that influence the amount of time the
chipper was stopped.
5.1 Downtime from Switch Trucks (18.8%)
The single biggest contribution to chipper downtime
comes from the time required to release one dump truck
and connect the next dump truck in line. Part of this
time is unavoidable as it takes time to lower the bed of
the truck that has just filled the chipper box, disconnect
it from the chipper, let it drive out of the way so the
next truck can back up, then connect to the next truck,
release the gate and start raising the bed.
However, some districts were consistently able to
change their trucks a little quicker than others. One
issue that slowed some districts down in changing
trucks was that they frequently had to make multiple
attempts to connect the truck to the chipper because the
connector bar on their trucks varied significantly from
one truck to the next. Other districts had more
consistency from truck to truck and were nearly always
able to connect to the chipper on their first try. While
the multiple attempts required to connect the truck to
the chipper generally only added 15–20 seconds to the
switch, that lost time was repeated 50–70 times per day.
Another factor influencing the time required to
switch trucks was empty trucks having to wait for
traffic to clear before they could move out of the way to
allow the next truck in line to connect to the chipper.
During the days of observation it was noted that when
the road being chip sealed was closed to all but local
Figure 4.9 Problems caused by clumps in the stone.
Figure 5.1 Chipper uptime vs. downtime.
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traffic (see Figure 5.3), the trucks were able to move out
more quickly and allow the next truck in line to connect
quicker than possible when the road was not closed.
Closing a road had several other benefits as well
including worker safety, trucks not getting stuck in
traffic going to and from quarries/stockpiles, and
reduced tort claims. The reduction in tort claims is
actually twofold: (1) there are fewer vehicles on the
road so there are fewer opportunities for vehicle
damage, and (2) there are a lot less trucks on the road
which reduces the likelihood of loose stone being
thrown by their tires.
A final benefit to closing the road during chip seal is
that it allows the road to fully cure before heavy traffic
drives on the freshly chipped road.
In addition to standardizing connector bar height
and closing roads whenever possible for chip seal, a
third way of reducing the lost time due to truck changes
is to minimize the number of times trucks must be
switched by delivering the maximum safe and legal load
each time the truck delivers stone to the chipper. This
could be accomplished by requesting the higher
capacity trucks from the sub-districts for chip seal
and adding side boards to the trucks if necessary to
enable them to deliver the maximum legal limit.
5.2 Downtime from Waiting for Trucks (13.1%)
The second leading cause of chipper downtime was
waiting for stone to be delivered. This is different from
switching trucks, this is the time when the empty truck
has already disconnected but there is no truck in line to
connect to the chipper.
There are many contributing factors that influence
how often the chipper is down due to waiting for trucks
such as the number of trucks being used, the distance to
the quarry/stockpile, the availability of a loader to load
the truck, the time required to weigh the truck before it
leaves the quarry (Figure 5.4), and the amount of
traffic on the road being chip sealed.
During the 10 days of observation, only one district
had 0 downtime caused by waiting for trucks. That
Figure 5.2 Relative contribution of factors influencing chipper downtime.
Figure 5.3 Closing a road to all but local traffic during chip seal.
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district was drawing from well-placed stockpiles so the
trucks had a minimal drive to reload and a dedicated
loader to fill the trucks as soon as they arrived. The
districts that loaded directly from quarries frequently
ran into delays in getting the loader to load the trucks
and additional delays with trucks waiting in line to
weigh before leaving the quarry.
An Excel spreadsheet was created to help estimate the
number of trucks needed to keep the chipper running
continuously. The single biggest factor in determining
the number of trucks required was the distance to the
quarry/stock pile. All districts reported that they tried to
find good locations for stockpiles when they did not
load directly from a quarry but that they often had
difficulty getting property owners to grant permission to
use their land. Based on the amount of productivity,
labor and fuel costs incurred by having to drive extra
miles to pick up stone, a business case could be
developed to determine the dollar savings associated
with putting a stock pile in a more optimized location
and a budget could be determined for offering
compensation to property owners for a temporary
easement to use their land.
5.3 Downtime from Waiting for a Distributor (11.1%)
The third most common reason for chipper downtime
was waiting for an oil distributor. Several chipper
operators claimed they rarely had to wait for oil but
based upon the days of observation, it is likely the only
reason they don’t wait more frequently for oil is because
they are already down waiting for stone. The two districts
with the least amount of chipper downtime waiting for oil
were the two districts that use three distributors. These
districts also did a good job of finding locations to place
the oil tankers to minimize the drive time for their
distributors. It was noted that under good conditions (i.e.,
the chipper was kept supplied with stone and did not have
any mechanical issues) it often took less time to empty a
distributor than it did to fill it. When travel time is taken
into account, it is impossible to consistently keep the
chipper running with just two distributors.
5.4 Downtime from Chipper Mechanical/Operational
Issues (5.7%)
The final major contributor to chipper downtime was
mechanical issues on the chipper itself. The majority of
mechanical issues observed were related to either truck
driver damage to the chipper box (i.e., torn flaps) or
material quality (clumps in the stone).
The chip seal operation uses the same chipper
operators and distributor drivers across the entire district
but the truck drivers vary from one job to the next based
on what sub district the operation is working in at the
time. Due to relatively high turnover among drivers,
there is a constant stream of new drivers who have not
done chip seal before and other drivers who have not
done it recently. Additional driver training may be
appropriate prior to showing up to work on a chip seal
operation to ensure the drivers are prepared to be able to
work in an environment where they are being pulled
backward, especially in areas where the road may curve.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the 10 days of observation, the average chip
seal operation is only adding value (the chipper is
spreading stone) 41.9% of the time. While there are
numerous reasons for the 58.1% of downtime, 74% of
that downtime is caused by just three factors (switching
trucks, waiting for trucks, and waiting for a distributor).
By taking steps to reduce the downtime, it should be
possible to increase the uptime of the chipper from
41.9% to possibly 50 or 55%. An increase from 41.9 to
55% would yield an increase of approximately 31%
more lane miles covered in the same amount of time
(55%/41.9% 5 1.31).
While it is impossible to eliminate the time spent
changing trucks, the 18.8% of downtime today should
be able to be reduced by standardizing the connector bar
height and maximizing the amount of stone delivered to
the safe and legal limit. Today the trucks are typically
loaded with 11 to 12 tons of stone but could be
delivering 15 tons or more. By maximizing the stone
delivery to 15 tons per load, four trucks would deliver
the same 60 tons of stone that five trucks deliver today.
This would reduce the number of truck changes by 20%.
Because truck changes account for 18.8% of the
downtime today, a reduction of 20% of the truck
changes would reduce the downtime by 20% and yield
an improvement of 3.7% more uptime. Because the
current average uptime is 41.9%, this improvement
alone would increase the chipper uptime to approxi-
mately 45.6%.
In addition, by closing roads to minimize the delays
in getting trucks in and out of the chip seal operation
and finding better locations for stone stock piles, the
13.1% of downtime caused by waiting for trucks could
be virtually eliminated. If the downtime associated with
waiting for trucks was reduced by 75%, the chipper
uptime would improve by approximately 9% which
would bring the overall uptime to about 54%.
Figure 5.4 Waiting in line to weigh a truck at a quarry.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Hold pre-chip sub meetings covering assignments, job
safety, and daily plans and goals.
2. Incorporate daily plans and goals into morning start-up
meetings.
3. Reduce travel time of trucks and distributors by pre-
planning drop locations along chip seal routes.
4. Work with suppliers to improve incoming oil deliveries
(timing, locations, temps).
5. Look into closing roads and setting up detours to
minimize traffic on roads.
6. Develop planning tool to estimate number of trucks and
tankers needed daily for each job.
7. Hold pre-season chip seal planning meetings for district
to discuss schedule, daily mileage goals, and equipment
needs to ensure all staffing and equipment are met.
8. Standardize staging of dump trucks behind chipper.
9. Develop training program for dump truck drivers—
practice hooking up to chipper and driving staggered in-
line.
10. Look into ways to improve distributor fill times (can
distributors be filled from the bottom?).
11. Work on incorporating rolling releases of trucks from
chipper.
12. Standardize chip-bar height for all trucks.
13. Ensure chipper operator is able to communicate with
distributors—look into headsets.
14. Ensure critical replacement parts are on-hand at all times
for chippers—develop standard replacement part list for
all districts.
8. EXPECTED BENEFITS, DELIVERABLES,
IMPLEMENTATION AND COST SAVINGS
InFY2013, INDOTspent $882,862.93 for 59,940 hours
of labor. This equates to an average of $14.73 per hour.
Based upon the 10 days of observation, the average
chipper uptime across the state is currently 41.9%. The
labor savings will be a function of howmuch the chipper
uptime is increased. Table 8.1 is an estimate of how
much could be saved by increasing the chipper uptime
assuming the total lane miles to be chipped are similar to
the FY 2013 total miles.
9. OBSERVED IMPROVEMENTS AND
FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
A series of visits were made with chip seal operations
in 2014 to observe the effects of the recommendations
shared in the recommendation section of this report.
It was observed in Greenfield on July 24, 2014, that
the chip seal operation was running at 2.94 mph until
the operation entered the city limits of Laurel, IN where
they encountered a series of 90 degree curves which
slowed down the operation. The Greenfield operation
on that day had 0 downtime waiting for stone and 0
downtime waiting for distributors (they were running
with 3 distributors). In addition, the average truck load
of stone was carrying 13.2 tons of stone. This allowed
them to deliver as much stone in 4 loads as other
districts (which averaged 10.6 tons/load) would receive
in 5 loads. The 20% reduction in truck deliveries meant
fewer trucks were needed and less downtime associated
with changing trucks.
The Fort Wayne district was observed on August 27,
2014, and it was noted that they had some new trucks
which were delivering 16 tons of stone per load. The
Fort Wayne district was using a truck calculator (Excel
spread sheet) to determine that they needed 13 trucks
and they had 0 downtime waiting for stone. Based on
the amount of time required to change trucks, the
increased capacity of these trucks resulted in approxi-
mately 6 minutes per hour of reduced downtime
compared to observations with the Fort Wayne district
in 2013.
The Fort Wayne district did have 24 minutes of
downtime associated with waiting for distributors but
that was due to a distributor operator calling in at the
last minute, and an inexperienced replacement having
to be found to take his place. An experienced operator
had to spend time with the inexperienced operator to
show him how to load oil from the tanker.
TABLE 8.1
Potential savings based on chipper uptim
Chipper uptime Hours of labor Labor cost Labor cost savings Labor cost % savings
42% 59,940 $882,862 $0.00 0%
44% 57,215 $842,784 $40,078 4.5%
46% 54,728 $806,141 $76,721 8.8%
48% 52,448 $772,552 $110,310 12.5%
50% 50,350 $741,650 $141,212 16.0%
52% 48,413 $713,125 $169,737 19.3%
54% 46,620 $686,713 $196,149 22.2%
56% 44,955 $662,187 $220,675 24.9%
58% 43,405 $639,353 $243,509 27.6%
60% 41,958 $618,041 $264,821 30.0%
62% 40,605 $598,105 $284,757 32.3%
64% 39,336 $579,414 $303,448 34.3%
66% 38,144 $561,856 $321,006 36.4%
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A scheduled visit with the LaPorte district in August
2014 was cancelled due to weather. Attempts were
made to schedule a visit with the Crawfordsville district
but they only ran chip seal a few days in July and early
August.
A visit was made with the Vincennes District during
their first chip seal job of the year. At that time no
changes were observed from the previous year. The
stone was being drawn from a stockpile on the other
side of Princeton, Indiana, which resulted in frequent
delays waiting for trucks. It was later reported that the
Vincennes District had started closing roads for chip
seal but on the day of the visit no changes were
observed from how the operation had run in 2013.
It was noted during a July 16, 2014, visit with the
Seymour chip seal operation on Highway 46 that
sideboards had been installed on most of their trucks as
shown in Figure 9.1.
However, the additional hauling capacity of the
trucks was not being utilized and the average load of
stone being delivered was only 10.6 tons. The Seymour
District was using an Excel based ‘‘truck calculator’’ to
determine the number of trucks required for the job and
throughout the day there was 0 downtime waiting for
trucks.
In spite of the elimination of downtime due to
waiting on trucks, there was still the full amount of
downtime associated with changing trucks since the
trucks still had to be changed just as frequently due to
each truck only delivering an average of 10.6 tons. In
addition, the operation still had over an hour of
downtime waiting on distributors because they were
only running two distributors that day. The addition
of a third distributor to the operation would have
eliminated the downtime associated with waiting for a
distributor.
One reason cited for not adding a third distributor
was the desire to keep traffic off the freshly chip sealed
road for 1 hour and to prevent having a work zone that
was too long to safely manage traffic. The exact
amount of time required to keep traffic off of a freshly
chipped road varies with a number of different factors
(road temperature, humidity, etc.) but there seemed to
be a general consensus that 1 hour was a reasonable
estimate under the conditions that day.
With the addition of a third distributor, the operation
would have moved much quicker and keeping traffic off
of the road for 1 hour would have resulted in a work
zone that was several miles long. The better solution to
manage the situation may have been to close the road to
all but local traffic.
10. THE CASE FOR CLOSING ROADS
DURING CHIP SEAL
There are at least five separate reasons identified for
closing roads. These include:
N Safety: In July 2014 a head-on collision between a
passenger vehicle and an INDOT truck involved in chip
seal resulted in a driver being flown to a hospital.
N Quality: Allowing the emulsion to cure before traffic is
allowed on the road.
N Productivity: Trucks can get in and out of the work zone
much quicker.
N Reduced tort claims: INDOT paid $30,520 in 2013 to
settle 58 chip seal tort claims
N Traffic management: Closing roads would prevent cars
sitting for several minutes waiting to go around the work
zone and it reduces the chances for miscommunication
which results in two-way traffic meeting head-on in a
single lane. (It was observed in one district where traffic
management allowed traffic to enter the work zone from
both directions at once resulting in passenger vehicles
and one semi-trailer to have to drive in the grass to get
around oncoming traffic.)
11. RESULTS AS OF MID-YEAR 2014
Table 11.1 shows the comparison of CY 13 and CY
14 through August 18, 2014. The largest improvements
were observed in Fort Wayne (7.22%), Seymour
(5.27%) and LaPorte (3.29%). Not all the recommen-
dations have been implemented in all the districts.
As Figure 11.1 shows, the data from the 2014
observations have demonstrated that the recommenda-
tions implemented are making a difference in reduced
downtime (i.e., Seymour, Greenfield and Fort Wayne
having 0 downtime waiting on stone and Fort Wayne
eliminating 6 minutes of downtime per hour changing
trucks by using higher capacity trucks).
It is not known at this time why some districts had
lower accomplishments/man hour in 2014 than 2013
but it may be due in part to the 2014 data not being
complete. Some road segments are further away from
stone quarries or may contain more 90 degree turns
than others. These road segments typically take longer
and if a district began with the more challenging
roads in 2014, those numbers may improve over the
remainder of the chip seal season.
Figure 9.1 Sideboards installed on trucks in Seymour
District.
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12. FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
The results observed through August 18, 2014, show
that when implemented, the recommendations shared
with the districts in the fall of 2013 have been effective
in eliminating the downtime associated with waiting for
stone (13.1%) and waiting for distributors (11.1%). The
recommendations have also reduced the downtime
associated with changing trucks behind the distributor
(reduced from 18.8 to approximately 15%).
In 2013 the time average time spent waiting for stone
and distributors alone accounted for 24.2% of the
production day. By turning this time from downtime to
uptime the amount of uptime could be increased from
approximately 42% to 66%.
Based upon this increase in uptime, four chip seal
crews could accomplish as much as the six crews
accomplished in 2013. INDOT has fourteen distributors
spread across the six districts so by reducing the number
of chip seal crews from six to four, each crew could have
three distributors (twelve total) and the remaining two
distributors could be dedicated for use for Fog Seal or
could be held in reserve in the event one of the other
twelve was unavailable due to maintenance issues.
Additionally, four of the districts (LaPorte, Fort
Wayne, Crawfordsville, and Greenfield) have newer,
wider, faster chippers while Vincennes and Seymour
have older, slower, 129 wide chippers. By reducing the
number of chip seal crews from six to four, the four
newer chippers could be better utilized by starting at the
Southern end of the state early in the year as soon as the
weather allows then moving north in the early summer
(and possibly moving South again in the fall as the
weather turns colder). The two older chippers could be
sold or held in reserve in case one of the four newer
chippers was unavailable due to maintenance issues or
if a fifth chipper was needed to make up for an
especially rainy summer.
By more fully utilizing the four newer chippers and
‘‘retiring’’ the two older ones, INDOT could avoid the
replacement cost of the two older chippers currently in
use in Seymour and Vincennes.
TABLE 11.1
Comparison of CY2013 and CY2014 through 8/18/2014
District CY 13/Acc/MH CY 2013 amount CY 14 Acc/MH CY 2014 amount Acc/MH difference Acc/MH % difference
610 0.0230 176.20 0.0223 98.52 20.0007 22.98%
620 0.0330 343.12 0.0354 104.68 0.0024 7.22%
630 0.0259 236.86 0.0237 83.00 20.0022 28.61%
640 0.0341 378.16 0.0352 137.80 0.0011 3.29%
650 0.0224 327.90 0.0236 135.84 0.0012 5.27%
660 0.0218 142.63 0.0171 149.44 20.0047 221.37%
State 0.0221 1,604.87 0.0242 709.28
Figure 11.1 Chip seal calendar year 2014 productivity as of 08/18/14.
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